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Oil Price at $68pb is a Game Changer for Nigeria 

Brent crude has been one of  the best perform-

ing commodities so far in 2018. It started the 

year at $66.57pb, reached an intraday high of  

$71pb before retreating to close the month of  

January at $68.68pb. Thanks to strong growth 

fundamentals, a tighter market and high compli-

ance to the OPEC- Russia supply cuts, the black 

gold has averaged $69pb in the first month of  

2018, 53-55% higher than the 2017 budget 

benchmark of  $44.5pb and the proposed 2018 

budget benchmark of  $45pb (MTEF bench-

mark price was revised to $47pb). A year ago, 

the average price of  Brent was $54pb and the 

preceding month (December 2017), was $64pb. 

Many analysts are claiming that $60pb is the 

new low and have revised upwards their fore-

cast for oil prices in 2018. The Economist Intel-

ligence Unit (EIU) is projecting an average price 

of  $59pb; the US Energy Information Admini-

stration (EIA) is projecting $59.74pb; JP Mor-

gan: $70pb; BoAML: $64pb. Irrespective of  

how bullish or conservative these projections 

are, the fact is that we should expect higher oil 

prices in 2018, although not as high as in 2014 

(above $100pb). However, rising US shale out-

put will remain a limiting factor to how high oil 

prices can rise. 

Nonetheless, a higher oil price is good news for 

Nigeria, which depends on oil for 83% of  its 

export revenue and over 60% of  its fiscal re-

ceipts. According to the EIU, Nigeria’s trade 

balance in 2017 is estimated at a surplus of  

$7bn and this was with an average price level of  

$54pb in FY’17. At current levels, Nigeria 

should expect to record a boost in its trade bal-

ance and terms of  trade as its export prices in-

crease, all things being equal. 
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There has been a steady accretion in Nigeria’s 

external reserves so far this year. Currently at a 

3 and a half-year high of  $40.63bn, the boost in 

the reserves level has been supported by Euro-

bond proceeds, increased foreign portfolio in-

flows and robust oil revenue. The higher the 

level of  external reserves, the more the CBN 

can support the currency in the event of  a 

shock. 

 

On the fiscal front, Nigeria has a current fiscal 

deficit of  2.4% as a percentage of  GDP, which 

is treading precariously close to the benchmark 

of  3%. The government is projecting an aggre-

gate expenditure of  

N8.61trn in 2018 and 

plans to fund it with a 

revenue profile of  

N6.6trn; x% will be from 

oil proceeds. If  oil prices 

remain at current levels, 

it will improve the government’s revenue profile 

and thereby reduce the amount of  borrowing 

needed to fund the fiscal deficit. This will ulti-

mately reduce the debt burden. In addition, 

state governments stand to benefit with in-

creased statutory allocations, which if  utilized 

efficiently, will clear outstanding debt obliga-
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The Economics of Minimum Wage 

In a perfect world, it would be ideal for em-

ployee wages to be determined by market 

forces. However, there is no such thing as a 

perfect world and with a population of  over 

180 million people and a mono-cultural econ-

omy, it is not surprising that employers take 

advantage of  the abundant and cheap labor 

Nigeria has to offer. A minimum wage helps 

mitigate the imbalance of  power between em-

ployers and low-wage workers. With the ab-

sence of  a wage floor, employers would ex-

ploit workers, thus hampering the purchasing 

power of  low income earners. The first Na-

tional Minimum Wage Act (1981) recom-

mended a monthly minimum wage of  N125. 

This was revised upwards in 1991 to N250 

monthly, and again in 2000 to N5,500. In 

2011, under the administration of  President 

Goodluck Jonathan, it was raised to N18,000 

per month. 

The minimum wage has been a hotly contested 

issue between organized labor and the Federal 

Government (FG) in the last two years. The Ni-

gerian Labour Congress (NLC) and other labor 

union factions have urged the FG to increase 

the minimum wage to N56,000 from the cur-

rent N18,000 (the minimum wage applies to or-

ganisations which employ at least 50 workers). 

It appears the FG is beginning to yield to the 

demands of  the labour unions as the President 

recently inaugurated a 30-member tripartite 

committee to negotiate the revision of  the Na-

tional Minimum Wage for workers in the coun-

try. The committee’s members represent federal, 

state and private sector interests. 

Justification for higher wages 

The labor unions have cited deteriorating economic conditions as a 

major reason for the demand for higher wages. The last minimum 

wage review was in 2011 when the economic landscape was radically 

different from current economic realities. The law requires that the 

minimum wage be reviewed at least once every five years; this review 

is two years overdue1. The table below provides some context and 

summarizes some leading economic indicators  

1Solomon Elusoji. December 3, 2017. “On the Road to New National Minimum Wage?” This Day. https://www.thisdaylive.com/
index.php/2017/12/03/on-the-road-to-new-national-minimum-wage/ 
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2Year to date figures (as at time of writing). Sources: OPEC, CBN, FDC Think-Tank, NBS, Bloomberg 
3World Bank. September 16, 2008. "New Data Show 1.4 Billion Live On Less Than US$1.25 A Day, But Progress Against Poverty Remains 
Strong". http://www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-release/2008/09/16/new-data-show-14-billion-live-less-us125-day-progress-against-poverty-remains-
strong  
4Chiemelie Ezeobi. April 3, 2017. “Rising Cases of Suicide”. ThisDay. https://www.thisdaylive.com/index.php/2017/04/03/rising-cases-of-suicide/ 

The table above shows how the cost of  living 

has spiked since 2011 while the standard of  

living has declined. It also shows the deteriora-

tion of  the macroeconomic landscape. In 

2011, the minimum wage was equivalent to 

$111 monthly and $3.71 per day, which was 

above the international poverty line of  $1.9/

day stipulated by the World Bank.3 Today, the 

current minimum wage is approximately $45 

monthly and $1.49 per day, leaving all mini-

mum wage earners living in extreme poverty. 

To worsen the situation, some states still owe 

their workers’ months (sometimes years) of  

salaries and pensions. In the same vein, the 

purchasing power of  fixed income earners, 

particularly the minimum wage earners, has 

halved as the consumer price index (CPI) and, 

in essence, headline inflation has almost dou-

bled. Average CPI in 2011 was 120.73; it 

jumped by 92.29 percentage points to average 

232.15 in 2017. Similarly, headline inflation 

jumped by 53.5 percentage points to an aver-

age of  16.55% in 2017, compared to 10.9% in 

2011. It is relatively more expensive to borrow 

from financial institutions today than it was in 

2011. Additionally, the exchange rate which 

averaged N161.63/$ in 2011, depreciated to 

an average of  N403.30/$ in 2017, which fur-

ther eroded purchasing power. It is not coinci-

dental that suicide rates have spiked in the last 

few years.4. Although we cannot establish cau-

sality at this time, anecdotal evidence suggests 

that there is a correlation between the deterio-

ration in the macro economy and high suicide 

incidences. All these factors point to the fact 

that an upward wage review is not only justi-

fied, but should be done swiftly. 

Indicator 2011 20172 

Average inflation (%) 10.85 16.65 

Full year GDP growth (%) 7.32 0.43 

MPR (%) 9.14 14 

Global Oil Price $’pb 110.43 55.53 

Nigerian oil production (mbpd) 2.11 1.62 

Average exchange rate N/$ 161.63 403.30 

External reserves $’bn 32.79 31.45 
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Impact of a higher minimum wage on the broader economy, debatable 

There are strong arguments 

for and against increasing the 

minimum wage. Advocates for 

higher wages argue that the 

socio-economic situation in 

the country has changed dras-

tically from what it was six 

years ago, and higher wages 

will help workers make ends 

meet and reduce inequality, 

improve child health and edu-

cation outcomes, and stimu-

late the economy with more 

purchasing power for low-

wage workers. Meanwhile, op-

ponents argue that high mini-

mum wages will reduce labor 

demand, hurt small busi-

nesses, reverse the positive in-

flation gains and create a huge 

budget deficit. This is particu-

larly worrisome given the fact 

that some state governments 

are still struggling to pay sala-

ries and pensions to their civil 

servants.   

The picture is equally hazy 

when it comes to the impact 

on employment. Empirical 

evidence from the literature 

suggests that businesses tend 

to respond to minimum wage 

increases by raising prices 

rather than reducing employ-

ment or production.5 While 

some employers downsize in 

response to a minimum-wage 

increase, others discover that a 

higher wage floor reduces 

turnover and enables them to 

fill their vacancies, which in-

creases employment. The net 

effect of  all this, as seen in 

most studies on minimum 

wage, is that when it is set at a 

moderate level, the minimum 

wage has little or no effect on 

employment. In addition, a 

backward bending supply 

curve could be witnessed in 

the labour market. In this in-

stance,  higher wages lead to a 

decline in labour supply. Sub-

stitution of  leisure for work 

becomes more favourable as 

labourers can work fewer 

hours for more pay. 

Also, in general, price in-

creases are modest. For exam-

ple, a paper from the Univer-

sity of  Leicester found that a 

10% increase in the minimum 

wage would increase food 

prices by no more than 4% 

and overall prices by no more 

than 0.4%, significantly less 

than the minimum-wage in-

crease.6   

5Alan Krueger. October 9, 2015. “The Minimum Wage: How Much is too Much?”. New York Times.  https://www.nytimes.com/2015/10/11/
opinion/sunday/the-minimum-wage-how-much-is-too-much.html?mcubz=2 
6Sara Lemos. 2004. “The Effect of the Minimum Wage of Prices”. Institute for the study of Labour (IZA). http://ftp.iza.org/dp1072.pdf. 
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What is certain is that a higher 

minimum wage will boost the 

purchasing power for low in-

come earners, which will in 

turn increase their demand for 

goods and services and engen-

der economic growth. Fur-

thermore, it will increase ac-

cess to basic health care and 

primary education. In effect, 

higher minimum wages could 

lead to economic growth. If  

the FG agrees to increase the 

minimum wage to N56,000 a 

month (or more likely a lower 

amount following negotia-

tions) this would be equivalent 

to $138, which translates to 

$4.63 per day and is above the 

international poverty line 

stipulated by the World Bank.  

Essentially, increasing the 

minimum wage could reduce 

poverty on a macro and micro 

level. There is also a “ripple 

effect” of  increasing the mini-

mum wage: other workers, 

whose wages are near the 

minimum wage, will also de-

mand higher wages or see an 

increase in their wages. This 

too will have an overall posi-

tive effect on the economy. 

 

For the levels of  government, 

which retain 75% of  Nigeria’s 

minimum wage workers, the 

budget implications are worri-

some but there is a significant 

mitigation opportunity: in-

creasing the tax net, as well as 

becoming more aggressive in 

ensuring compliance and im-

proving collection. Further-

more, given the fact that the 

commodity price shock of  

2014 and the ensuing reces-

sion was a major contributor 

to the salary and pension ar-

rears, now that the recession is 

over and the country is on the 

path to growth and recovery 

together with oil prices recov-

ering to pre-2015 levels, it is 

safe to assume that FAAC al-

location to the states will also 

increase. The improvement in 

economic activity coupled 

with more aggressive tax col-

lection should boost SGs in-

ternally generated revenue 

(IGR). 

 

In conclusion, increasing the 

minimum wage in Nigeria is 

long overdue, although there 

are strong arguments in favour 

of  and against it.  We are of  

the view that the benefits out-

weigh the costs and the FG 

should speedily reach a con-

sensus with the labor unions 

and increase the minimum 

wage.  

Beneficial to poverty and well-being  
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Is Fintech a threat to Traditional Banks? 

In the last couple of  years, we have witnessed 

the rise of  many fintech platforms; from pay-

ment solutions to online lending applications, 

while the older fintech players like Square, Ant 

Financial and Sofi continue to hold strong.  Tra-

ditional banks have, so far, remained resilient to 

this disruption, mainly due to advantages built 

up through their branch networks and expertise 

in providing credit.  

The resilience also comes from their consumer 

base, who have been slow to adopt fintech for 

their financial services partly due to a lack of  

urgency and a lack of  awareness about the stra-

tegic benefits of  the new tools, and partly due 

to concerns about privacy and security. None-

theless, fintech presents a threat as such plat-

forms tend to broaden the scope of  available 

financing, offer customers bespoke services at a 

lower cost and reach previously unbanked 

populations. While banks will adapt in the short 

term, the greater risk is in the long term as the 

world becomes more automated. The future of  

traditional banking in Nigeria will depend on 

how banks can quickly utilize technology to 

their advantage. 

Fintech refers to an evolving range of  start-ups 

and companies leveraging technology to pro-

vide financial services. Fintech models provide 

consumers the convenience that banks cannot 

yet match. For example, you can request a loan 

from Paylater and receive a credit alert in two 

hours. One can also get a new dollar debit card 

from Get Barter and open a fixed deposit ac-

count with PiggyBank. In short, fintech plat-

forms offer customers a superior service, at a 

lower cost, through the efficiencies of  technol-

ogy.  
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To ascertain the threat such platforms pose to 

banks, the role of  banks in society and the 

sources of  their revenue must be identified. 

Banks are financial intermediaries: they take 

money from people looking to save (deposits) 

and give to people looking to borrow (loans). 

They generate interest on loans, and they col-

lect fees and commissions on numerous value 

added services to the depositors, for example: 

money transfers, foreign exchange transac-

tions, and bill payments. A significant portion 

of  bank revenues come from net interest in-

come – the difference between interest ac-

crued and interest paid out. Nigerian fintech 

platforms are yet to challenge this income 

stream. Nonetheless, banks have taken note. 

Wema Bank recently launched ALAT a digital-

only bank with a distinct feature – the ability to 

create and fund a savings account on your mo-

bile phone. 

 

The greater threat from fintech on the banks’ 

operations will come in the medium to long 

term. Traditional retail banks are facing struc-

tural vulnerability issues like declining deposits 

due to multiple alternative investment options 

and the lack of  innovation around products 

and services. Some fintech firms have started 

targeting the deposit and loans segments. For 

example, PiggyBank, which uses recurring card 

payments to allow you to create and fund a 

savings account on your mobile phone, has 

proven popular among working class Nigerian 

youths. It offers an alternative to a traditional 

fixed deposit account which requires a number 

of  visits to a physical branch to set up.  

Indeed new solutions such as digital 

banking, online lending, payments 

and financial services, are making 

financial transactions easier than 

ever. Consumers are gradually 

forming the opinion that fintech 

tools will allow them to be better 

off  financially and agree that it 

evens the playing field by providing 

access to services previously only 

available to the wealthy. 
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T 
he future of  banking will 

depend on which banks can 

properly harness 

technology to improve services to 

their customers, from offering 

financial services to the previously 

unbanked to providing consumer 

loans based on internet browsing 

pattern or social networking 

behavior. 

Another way banks can respond to this com-

petitive threat is by learning from and adopting 

best practices from the same firms that are 

challenging their very existence. Time is run-

ning out for banks to start adapting. The new 

wave of  digital banking is upon us and those 

that fail to embrace new technology and keep 

up with the pace of  the new digital age will 

simply go out of  business. 

A logical next step for Piggybank would be to 

start offering loans. In the same vein, technology 

can prove an advantage, as algorithms have en-

abled start-ups to assess credit worthiness and 

deliver loans quicker than traditional banks. Even 

if  fintech does not successfully disrupt the bank-

ing industry, it has created cost-effective models 

that also provide quality financial services. 
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Global Perspective: Culled from the Economist 

THE BIG MAC INDEX 

 Our Big Mac index shows fundamentals now matter more 

in currency markets 

 Since last July, cheap currencies have narrowed the gap 

against the dollar 

It is usually considered quaint to predict foreign

-exchange movements by reference to whether 

currencies are dear or cheap. Metrics such 

as The Economist’s Big Mac index, a light-hearted 

guide to exchange rates, hint at how far cur-

rency values are out of  whack. But they are of-

ten driven further out of  kilter by capital flows, 

by fear and greed, by the interventions of  poli-

cymakers, and so on. 

Since our last look at the index in July, cheap 

currencies have narrowed the valuation gap 

against the dollar—almost completely in case of  

the Canadian dollar (see chart). Fundamentals, 

such as fair value, seem (at last) to have greater 

sway in the foreign-exchange market. 

The index is based on the idea of  purchasing-

power parity, which says exchange rates should 

move towards the level that would make the 

price of  a basket of  goods the same in different 

countries. Our basket contains only one item, 

but it is found in around 120 countries: a Big 

Mac hamburger. If  the local cost of  a Big Mac 

converted into dollars is above $5.28, the aver-

age price in four American cities, a currency is 

dear; if  it is below that yardstick, it is cheap.  
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The average cost of  a Big Mac in the euro area 

(weighted by GDP) is €3.95, or $4.84 at the cur-

rent exchange rate. That implies the euro is un-

dervalued by 8.4% against the dollar, our bench-

mark. The last time we looked at burgernomics, 

it was almost 16% undervalued. The euro surged 

after Mario Draghi, boss of  the European Cen-

tral Bank, hinted at a conference in Sintra, Portu-

gal, that the bank’s bond purchases might soon 

be curtailed. It was as if  the foreign-exchange 

market suddenly woke up to how cheap it was. 

Measured against a basket of  currencies, the dol-

lar still looks dear. Only in three countries 

(Switzerland, Norway and Sweden) do burgers 

cost more, based on current exchange rates. But 

that is not necessarily a sign that depreciation is 

overdue in these countries. The cost of  a burger 

depends partly on untradeable inputs, such as 

rent and wages, which are higher in the rich 

countries on the fringes of  the euro zone. So the 

price of  a meal may not be a good guide to how 

competitive a country is in markets for tradable 

goods. The Swiss and Norwegian currencies look 

dear, for instance, but both  countries have big 

trade surpluses. 

Among rich countries, only Britain’s and Japan’s 

currencies stand out as bargains. The pound is 

cheap for a reason— Brexit. But it might be 

harder for the yen to stay so cheap. The euro has 

shown that the merest hint of  an end to easy 

monetary policy can prompt a sharp rally. The 

yen may have a similar “Sintra moment”, says Kit 

Juckes of  Société Générale, a bank. For those 

who feel they have missed out on the euro at 

bargain-basement prices, there are other ways to 

bet on the burgeoning strength of  the euro-zone 

economy. Poland and the Czech Republic have 

strong links to the euro area and robust GDP 

growth. The Polish zloty is undervalued by 44% 

against the dollar, and the Czech koruna by 28%.  

The caveat that applies to Switzerland, Norway 

and Sweden applies in reverse to emerging mar-

kets, where rents and wages are lower than in the 

rich world. In general, currency gauges based on 

purchasing-power parity work best when com-

paring countries with similar income. That said, 

many emerging-market currencies do look cheap. 

The Russian rouble, for instance, is still 57% un-

dervalued even after a big rally in the oil price. 

South Africa’s rand is almost as cheap. Eat ham-

burgers with Johannesburgers. 
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MACROECONOMIC INDICATORS  

7Source: FGN  

Average  power  output  from  the  national  

grid  was 3,851MWh/h  in  the  period Janu-

ary 12th-24th.  This is 6.25% lower than the av-

erage of  the corresponding period in Decem-

ber. Output is gradually returning to Decem-

ber levels, following a temporary collapse ear-

lier in the month.  

Outlook    

We expect power output to remain flat at 

current levels of  3,700-4,000MWh/h. How-

ever, a resurgence in pipeline vandalism could 

worsen the current gas constraints, leading to 

a dip in output. 

POWER SECTOR  

MONEY MARKET   

Average opening position of  the interbank mar-

ket was N229.14bn long between January 12th-

25th, compared to N391.5bn long in the corre-

sponding period in December. This is, however, 

26.9% lower than the opening position of  

N313.59bn in the first half  of  the month 

(January 2nd-11th). During the period, there was 

a total of  N160.5bn in OMO maturities, com-

pared to OMO sales of  N992.76bn 

T/Bills yields maintained their downward trend, 

losing an average of  0.59% during the period.  

The 91, 182 and 364- day T/Bills closed at 

12.1%, 13.75% and 13.79% respectively. 

 

Tenor (Primary market 
auction) 

Stop rates as at January 
3rd 2018 (%) 

Stop rates as at January 
17th, 2018 (%) 

91-day 12.55 12.1 

182-day 13.92 13.75 

364-day 14.3 13.79 

7 
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8Source: FMDQ  
9Source: FMDQ, CBN, FDC Think Tank  

Outlook    

The disbursement of  FAAC funds will de-

press interest rates. Nonetheless, we expect 

the CBN to issue OMO bills to mop up ex-

cess liquidity in the system. 

FOREX MARKET   

Exchange Rate   

The naira depreciated marginally at the parallel market to close at N364/$ on January 25th, com-

pared to N363/$ on January 12th.  This was in spite of  the $682m the CBN sold period. 

The IEFX rate stayed relative flat within a tight range of  N360.4/$ to N360.5/$. The IFEM rate 

also recorded marginal gains to close at N305.65/$ from N305.8/$ on January 2nd. The total turn-

over at this window YTD (January 2nd- 26th) is $5.24bn. 

In the secondary market, T/bills lost an average 

of  0.2% during the period January 12th-25th. 91-

day bills rose to 14.52% while 182 days and 364 

days fell to 13.95% and 13.67% respectively. 

Average NIBOR (OBB, O/N) was 11.86% pa 

within the review period, compared to 6.74% 

pa in the corresponding period in December. 

The OBB and O/N rates reached a period-high 

of  16.67% pa and 17.67% pa respectively on 

January 19th.  

Outlook    

We expect the naira to appreciate marginally to 

N363/$, as higher oil prices, and frequent 

CBN supply interventions provide support. 

9 

8 
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According to the Central Bank, Nigeria’s gross external reserves   were $40.33bn on January 25th. 

This is the highest level since February 2014 and represents a 4.5% accretion, when compared to the 

corresponding period in December. This positive trend continues to be primarily supported by 

strong oil proceeds.  

Outlook 

Given the positive outlook for oil prices, the gross 

external reserves are expected to continue to re-

cord notable accretion in the coming weeks. 

However, any negative movement in oil price and 

domestic production will reverse the current 

trend. 

10Source: CBN 
11Source: Bloomberg  

EXTERNAL RESERVES    

COMMODITIES MARKET - EXPORTS   

10 

During the period, oil prices rose by 0.78%, to $70.42pb on January 25th, compared to $69.87pb on 

January 12th. Prices touched $71pb in intraday trading. The average price for the period was 

$69.5pb, compared to $64.3pb in the corresponding period in December. This bullish momentum 

has been primarily supported by strong fundamentals- improving global growth prospects, weak 

dollar, tighter market and declining US crude inventory. Additionally, comments from Saudi Ara-

bian oil minister, Khalid Al-Falih, regarding a possible extension of  the declaration of  cooperation, 

has raised market expectations for a further supply tightening.  

Oil Prices 

Outlook    

The outlook for oil prices remains positive 

given the current market fundamentals. We pro-

ject an average price range of  $67-69pb in the 

next few weeks.  

11 
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In December, Nigeria’s domestic oil production 

expanded by 3.91% to 1.86mbpd, from 1.79mbpd 

in November. Stability in the Niger Delta region, 

driven by government engagement initiatives, is 

the main reason for this uptick in output. 

Outlook  

The Niger Delta Avengers (NDA) recently issued a warning to the FG of  an upcoming attack. 

Chevron, Exxon Mobil and Total pipelines are on the hit list. The group claims that the Federal 

Government has failed to meet its side of  the bargain with regards to amnesty. In response, the 

Head of  the Presidential Amnesty Programme (PAP), Brig-General Paul Brooh, and Niger Delta 

leaders, have pleaded with NDA to maintain cease fire.  

If  the government is able to avert the looming threat, we expect Nigeria’s oil production to remain 

above 1.75- 1.85mbpd. 

Natural gas gained 7.5%, to close at $3.44/mmbtu on January 25th, from $3.20/mmbtu. Higher 

demand, due to colder weather is the major driver of  the bullish trend in the gas market. 

Outlook  

Gas prices are expected to continue to post 

gains in coming weeks as colder weather drives 

up demand for heating. Weather forecasts show 

expectations of  an arctic blast in the US.  

12Source: OPEC  
13Source: Bloomberg  

Oil Production   

Natural Gas   

13 

12 
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14Source: Bloomberg 
15Source: Bloomberg 
16Source: Bloomberg 

Cocoa prices gained 2.4% to $1,960/mt on January 25th, from $1,914/mt on January 12th. The price 
rally was driven by increased demand from cocoa producers across Europe. 

Outlook  

The uptick in European demand is expected to 

continue as the Valentine season approaches. 

Prices are, thus expected to remain strong at 

$1,940-1,960/mt. 

Wheat  

Wheat prices gained 3.3% to $4.34/bushel as ex-

treme winter continues to threaten crop harvest. 

Corn  

Corn prices increased by 3.18% to $3.57/bushel 

from $3.46/bushel. This was driven by recent 

drought in Argentina and excessive rains in Brazil. 

Grains- Outlook  

The grains market continues to be dampened by unfavourable weather conditions in producing 

regions. This is expected to persist throughout February. Global corn inventory is expected to de-

cline by 9.7% in H1.  Additionally, the recent depreciation in the dollar will push the prices of  

wheat and corn upwards in the short term. 

Cocoa  

 IMPORTS   

Sugar prices were down 6.3% to $0.1328/pound from 

$0.1418/pound, as market expectations for higher global 

surplus increased. 

Sugar  

Outlook  

Sugar production in Asia has reached a peak, driving 

prices down to a two-year low. The Sugar regulatory bod-

ies of  India and Pakistan, Asia’s largest producers, are ex-

pected to intervene in the market to control the incessant 

fall in prices.  

15 
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STOCK MARKET UPDATE  

17Source: NSE, FDC Think Tank 

The NSE-All Share Index 

(NSE ASI) remained bullish in 

the review period, as the mar-

ket gained 4.10% to close at 

43,529.06 from the 10th of  

January’s close of  41,816.11. 

The YTD return on the index 

increased to 13.82%. Market 

capitalization advanced 4.84% 

to close at N15.60trn, gaining 

N720bn during the review pe-

riod. The market is currently 

trading at a price to earnings 

(P/E) ratio of  14.03x, a 5.01% 

increase from the P/E ratio of  

13.36x as at 10th of  January.  

The performance of  the 

bourse was broadly negative 

resulting in 4 days of  gains 

against 6 days of  losses. 

The number of  losers (39) 

outpaced the number of  gain-

ers (37) while 96 stocks re-

mained unchanged. This re-

sulted in a negative market 

breadth of  0.95x. 

Market activity increased during the period, compared to the first seven trading days in the month. 

Average volume traded increased by 80.92% to 1.261 billion units. In addition, the average value of  

transactions during the period increased by 21.19% to N9.55bn compared to N7.88bn in the previ-

ous period. 

SECTOR PERFORMANCE 

In the review period, five out 

of  six NSE sectorial indices 

closed positive, with the oil & 

gas sub-index performing the 

best, gaining 2.82%. The oil 

and gas index’s boost was due 

to significant gains recorded by 

11 plc (15.47%), Conoil plc 

(5.08%) and Seplat (2.60%). 

The bullish sentiment in the 

global oil market was sustained 

in the review period owing 

largely to a fall in US crude in-

ventories and expectations of  

continued alliance between 

OPEC and Russia beyond 

2018. The banking sub sector 

recorded a loss, declining by 

1.20% during the review pe-

riod. This was driven primarily 

by profit taking activities on 

high priced stocks in the sector. 

17 
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Outlook 

The initial rally in the stock market which occurred in the first two weeks of  the month is be-

ginning to fizzle out, as investors take profits so as to lock in gains. We expect profit taking 

activities to persist in the short term weighing on the NSE-ASI performance. 

The best performing stocks were SKYE BANK PLC 66.23%, UNITY BANK PLC 55.84%, 

WEMA BANK PLC 49.32%, CEMENT CO. OF NORTH NIG. 48.79% and CAVERTON 

OFFSHORE 43.48%. 

Top price losers were HONEYWELL FLOUR MILL (20.31%), NIGERIAN AVIATION 

HANDLING COMPANY (18.22%), A.G. LEVENTIS NIGERIA PLC. (17.81%), ETERNA 

PLC (17.72%) and UNIVERSITY PRESS PLC (17.49%). 

18 

18Source: NSE, FDC Think Tank 
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ANALYST’S NOTE 

Analyst 

Recommendation: SELL    

                

Market Capitalization: 

N1.07trn  

 

Recommendation 

Period: 365 days 

 

Current Price: N135.00  

 

Industry: Food, beverage 

and tobacco  

  

Target Price: N97.12  

 

CORPORATE FOCUS -  NIGERIAN BREWERIES 

The Nigerian food and beverage industry was one of  the hard-

est hit during the recession. Even today it continues to face chal-

lenges due to increasing input costs and low consumer confi-

dence despite an improving economy. Sales and profit margins 

have been dampened by accelerating input prices and high un-

employment and underemployment. Weak macroeconomic fac-

tors, such as a high inflationary environment (food inflation at 

20.31% in November 2017), foreign exchange (forex) shortages 

and high interest rates, continue to affect the industry negatively. 

During the collapse of  global oil prices in 2014 and the disrup-

tion in production in the Niger Delta, consumers’ purchasing 

power also declined. This resulted in a major shift from pre-

mium products to value-branded products. This change to value

-brands remains even with an improving economy. 
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Fall in revenue driven by lower sales volume 

Nigerian Breweries posted revenue of  N73.68 billion in Q3’17 which represents a 17.88% decline 

of  N89.72 billion compared to Q2’17. This decline was driven primarily by lower sales volume 

growth due to consumers down-trading from premium products to low priced products. In addi-

tion, seasonality trends affected growth in sales volume. Q3 is usually one of  the weakest quarters 

for brewers. 

Rising cost pressures dampen margins 

Nigerian Breweries reported weak bottom-line earnings for Q3’17. Profit before tax (PBT) declined 

by 98% to N3.69mn while Profit after tax (PAT) also declined by 98% to N2.59 million from Q2’17. 

A higher per hectoliter cost of  production, amidst pressure on the cost of  major inputs such as sor-

ghum, maize and sugar, resulted in a decrease in bottom-line earnings. Higher month-on-month sor-

ghum prices were recorded in July and August. Furthermore, the company recorded operating ex-

penses of  N22.59 billion in Q3’17; a 1.4% increase compared to N22.27 billion in Q2’17. This fur-

ther dampened margins. 

Nigerian Breweries has been hit badly by the down trading. It recorded a decline in revenue of  

17.88% to N73.68 in Q3’17 from N89.72 in Q2’17.  It is taking steps to manage costs by intensify-

ing its local sourcing of  raw materials. It is also focusing on improving its top-line earnings by intro-

ducing a new premium product, Stella Lager to the market. Nevertheless, our valuation is derived 

using intrinsic valuation and its share price is currently overvalued. Accordingly, we place a SELL 

rating on Nigerian Breweries Plc. 
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INDUSTRY AND COM-

PANY OVERVIEW  

The Nigerian brewery industry 

dates back to the pre-

independence era when beer 

from different brands was im-

ported into the country before 

World War II. Nigerians ac-

quired a taste for continental 

European beer, leading to a 

great increase in the quantity 

of  imported beer during and 

after the war. This created an 

opportunity for a brewery to 

be set up in Nigeria. The local 

brewery industry is the largest 

subsector of  the food, bever-

age and tobacco sector in Ni-

geria, and the second largest 

beer market in Africa. It has 

evolved over the years from a 

duopoly, with two firms shar-

ing the market, to an oligopo-

listic market structure19 with a 

strong multinational presence. 

The Nigerian brewery sector 

has also evolved from solely 

bottling activities to a diversi-

fied industry involved in the 

production of  canned drinks 

(non-glass bottled drinks). The 

government has put incentives 

in place to drive growth and 

attract investors. These in-

clude a ban on the importa-

tion of  bottled/can beer for 

trade and a seven-year tax 

holiday for pioneer companies 

engaged in the brewing of  

hops. 

Nigerian Breweries Plc was 

incorporated in November 

1946 as Nigerian Breweries 

Ltd and was converted to a 

public limited company in 

1990. It started trading on the 

Nigerian Stock Exchange 

(NSE) on September 5th, 1960 

and is currently the second 

largest capitalized stock on the 

NSE. Heineken NV, one of  

the largest brewing companies 

in the world, currently owns a 

majority shareholding 

(55.19%) in Nigerian Brewer-

ies. Its primary business activi-

ties involve the brewing, mar-

keting and selling of  alcoholic 

and non-alcoholic beverages 

(lager, stout, non-alcoholic 

malt drinks and soft drinks). 

Nigerian Breweries is Nigeria’s 

pioneer and largest brewing 

company, accounting for over 

two-thirds of  the brewery in-

dustry’s market. The company 

pioneered brewing in Nigeria, 

starting with its first bottle of  

STAR lager brewed in June 

1949 from its premier brew-

ery, Lagos Brewery, in June 

1949. Over the years, it has 

undergone several develop-

ment processes to improve 

efficiency. 

Nigerian Breweries has since 

evolved rapidly across the 

country through the construc-

tion of  new breweries and ac-

quisition of  existing ones. 

Ever since its commissioning 

in 2003, the Ama Brewery 

(Enugu State) has maintained 

its position as the biggest and 

most modern brewery in Ni-

geria. The company also ac-

quired majority shares in Sona 

Systems Associates Business 

Management Ltd and Life 

Breweries Company Ltd in 

2011. Following its merger 

with Consolidated Breweries 

Plc in 2014, it acquired Imag-

bon (Ogun State), Awo-

Omamma (Imo State) and 

Makurdi Breweries. Nigerian 

Breweries currently has an ex-

tensive facility of  11 breweries 

and two malting plants across 

Nigeria. Table 1 below summa-

rizes the company’s facilities 

and the year they were com-

missioned or acquired. 

19A state of limited completion in which a small number of brewing multinationals battle for position in the Nigerian beer market space 
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Table 1: List of Nigerian Breweries Plc’s facilities in Nigeria  

Nigerian Breweries Plc has a rich portfolio of  high quality alcoholic and non-alcoholic products, 

popular in Nigeria. The company has a wide range of  brands that cater to the needs of  different 

segments of  the market. These include Heineken, Star, Gulder, “33” Export, Goldberg, Legend 

Extra Stout, Maltina, Amstel Malt, Hi-malt, Star Radler and Star Lite. Most of  its brands are lead-

ers in their segmented markets. Nigerian Breweries has a growing export business that dates back 

to 1986. It covers global sales and marketing of  its brands. While the domestic market remains the 

dominant market for these brands, some of  the products are exported to over 13 countries across 

the UK, South Africa, West Africa, Middle East, and the US. 

In order to ensure efficient and seamless distribution of  its products, Nigerian Breweries has 26 

sales depots across the country. This is complemented by an extensive network of  key distributors, 

wholesalers, bulk breakers and retail stores scattered nationwide.  

The company’s growth can be seen through increases of  its total assets and revenue during the 

years. Between 2012 and 2016, revenue increased by 6% and total assets by 10%. A snapshot of  

Nigerian Breweries’ latest annual financials is shown below. 

S/N Brewery and Malting Plants Year Commissioned/Acquired 

1. Lagos Brewery 1949 

2. Aba Brewery 1957 

3. Kudenda Brewery, Kaduna  1963 

4. Ibadan Brewery 1982 

5. Ama Brewery, Enugu 2003 

6. Aba Malting Plant 2008 

7. Ota Brewery (acquired from Sona Group) 2011 

8. Kakuri Brewery, Kaduna (acquired from 

Sona Group) 

2011 

9. Onitsha Brewery (acquired from Sona 

Group) 

2011 

10. Kaduna Malting Plant (acquired from Sona 

Group) 

2012 

11. Imagbon Brewery, Ogun (merger with 

Consolidated Breweries) 

2014 

12. Makurdi Brewery (merger with 

Consolidated Breweries) 

2014 

13. Awo-Omamma Brewery, Imo (merger with 

Consolidated Breweries) 

2014 

 

20 

20Source: Nigerian Breweries Plc Management Presentation 
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21Source: Nigerian Breweries Plc Annual Reports 

Other leading players in the brewery industry include Guinness Nigeria (a subsidiary of  Diageo) 

and International Breweries (a subsidiary of  ABInBev). International Breweries recorded stronger 

operating margins of  25% in FY’17 compared to 17% for Nigerian Breweries and 8% for Guinness. 

21 
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Nigerian Breweries management’s ability to 

sustain returns, drive growth and remain a ma-

jor player in the brewery industry in a period 

of  fragile economic growth can be attributed 

to its series of  acquisitions and capacity en-

hancement projects. Its management team has 

a wide range of  experience in finance, con-

sumer goods, agriculture and government. 

To further drive growth and improve earnings, 

management intends to consolidate its earn-

ings and profitability through market penetra-

tion with innovative products. The team 

launched the brand - Stella Lager Beer - into 

the market on December 7th, 2017 targeted at 

young Nigerians. For now, the product is just 

gaining market acceptance and is expected to 

have a positive impact on the company’s 2018 

sales.  

Management plans to mitigate forex challenges 

by intensifying its local sourcing of  raw materi-

als. Nigerian Breweries’ current sourcing level 

of  local materials is at 50% and the company is 

optimistic about achieving its 60% target be-

fore 2020 through aggressive investments in 

the cassava and sorghum value chain. The 

company also plans to deploy a new hybrid of  

sorghum varieties and make significant pro-

gress with its partners - International Fertilizer 

Development Centre (IFDC) and Psaltry In-

ternational (local processing company) - on the 

extraction of  maltose syrup derived from cas-

sava for the company’s production.  In a bid to 

further manage its costs efficiently, manage-

ment continues to assess its price adjustment 

strategy to ensure a balance in minimizing in-

put costs and the price consumers are willing 

to pay. 

 

MANAGEMENT 

Capable of capitalizing on potential growth opportunities in the food industry 
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Chief  Kolawole B. Jamodu has been the Chairman of  the Board of  Di-

rectors, since January 1st, 2008. He was appointed to the board as a Non

-Executive Director in 2006. Chief  Kolawole is a chartered accountant, 

an industrialist and a former Minister of  Industry of  the Federal Gov-

ernment of  Nigeria. He previously worked as the Chairman and Group 

Chief  Executive of  the PZ Group. He has also led organizations such 

as Universal Trust Bank Plc, Manufacturers’ Association of  Nigeria 

(MAN), and United Bank for Africa Plc. He has also served as part of  

the National Economic Management team under former president, 

Goodluck Jonathan. 

 

MANAGEMENT 

 

Mr. Jordi Borrut Bel is the new Managing Director (MD) and Chief  Ex-

ecutive Officer (CEO) which took effect January, 22nd 2018. His career 

started with Heineken, Spain, in 1997 as a Sales representative/

Wholesale Manager; he has since gained over 20 years of  extensive ex-

perience in the brewing industry across France, Slovakia and the Nether-

lands. He is currently the MD of  Brarudi S, a subsidiary of  Heineken in 

Burundi. He successfully led the company through turbulent periods by 

strengthening the company’s route-to-market and launching successful 

innovations. He is also a board member of  Bralirwa Ltd, a subsidiary of  

Heineken in Rwanda. 

Mr. Jordi Borrut Bel  

Managing Director 
(MD) and Chief  Ex-

ecutive Officer (CEO) 

Chief  Kolawole B. 
Jamodu  

Chairman 
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 Leading player in the Nigerian brewery in-

dustry 

 Rich product portfolio for both alcoholic 

and non-alcoholic drinks 

 Renowned brand value 

 Strong parent company 

 Robust and effective distribution channels 

 Proposed upward review of  minimum wage 

could bolster consumer spending 

 Qualified talented and experienced manage-

ment team 

 Favorable government policies 

 

THE BEARS SAY  THE BULLS SAY 

 Intense competition from other leading play-

ers such as Guinness, ABInBev as well as 

smaller local brewers 

 Rising raw material costs could threaten 

earnings growth 

 Persistent forex challenges could lead to 

higher finance costs affecting earnings nega-

tively 

 Persistent macroeconomic headwinds have 

dampened consumer demand 

 Shift of  market preference to low-priced 

products 

Risks and Outlook  

Weak macroeconomic fundamentals pressure growth potential 

The major risks that could prevent Nigerian Breweries from achieving its goals of  boosting earn-

ings, increasing sales and managing costs include persistent macroeconomic challenges, credit risk 

liquidity risk, market risk (currency and interest rate), and capital risk amid security challenges in the 

country. The board established the Risk Management Committee to develop and monitor the com-

pany’s risk management policies in co-operation with its internal audit. 

The shift of  consumers to value products instead of  premium brand products poses a threat to Ni-

gerian Breweries’ sales prospects. While the company’s effective sales team is ensuring that its prod-

ucts are available at every location possible, consumers view alcoholic and soft drinks as luxury 

goods and may significantly cutback spending on such items. 
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Market risk (currency and in-

terest rates) remains daunting. 

The company is exposed to 

currency volatility on sale, pur-

chases and borrowings de-

nominated primarily in Euros, 

US dollars, and pounds ster-

ling. Further pressure on the 

naira could increase its finance 

costs (operating costs and in-

terest expense) thereby damp-

ening its earnings. Although 

there have been recent im-

provements in the availability 

of  forex in the country 

through the introduction of  

the Investor’s and Exporter’s 

Foreign Exchange window 

(IEFX), the company miti-

gates forex risk by participat-

ing in financial instruments 

provided by the Central Bank 

of  Nigeria (forward and future 

contracts) and its involvement 

in the BIP of  agro-allied prod-

ucts, which encourages the use 

of  local raw materials. In addi-

tion, the company opts for a 

mix of  fixed and floating in-

terest rates to control interest 

rate risks. 

Nigerian Breweries addresses 

credit risk by reviewing cus-

tomers that require credit over 

a certain amount and analyz-

ing new customers individually 

to ascertain their credit worth. 

Credit limits are established 

for qualifying customers and 

the limits are reviewed regu-

larly by the Credit Committee. 

In terms of  credit risk expo-

sure of  its bank balances, the 

company selects reputable 

banks with good credit ratings 

and a history of  strong finan-

cial performance. The com-

pany manages its liquidity risks 

by having sufficient funds to 

meet its liabilities when due, 

under normal and stressed 

conditions. 

The security challenges in the 

northern part of  the country 

that have affected the com-

pany’s sales so far may con-

tinue to have a negative impact 

on growth projections and 

market penetration.  The com-

pany mitigates capital risks by 

maintaining an efficient capital 

structure by adjusting its debt 

to equity ratio. 

In addition, the merger of  

ABInBev subsidiaries 

(International Breweries, Inta-

fact Beverages Limited and 

Pabod Breweries Limited) will 

give the newly constituted 

company an opportunity to 

provide quality beer at com-

petitive prices and pose a 

threat to Nigerian Breweries. 

The merger has the potential 

to attract greater volumes and 

reduce Nigerian Breweries 

market share through a wider 

portfolio of  franchise brands. 

The risks facing Nigerian 

Breweries could limit the 

achievement of  its long term 

objectives. Even though the 

management has put struc-

tures in place to ensure sales 

growth and cost efficiency, the 

macroeconomic headwinds 

facing the company may be 

beyond the control of  its com-

petent management. 

 

Backward Integration Plan (BIP) is a government incentive put in place to promote the sourcing of raw materials 

in-house and stop the importation of raw materials by 2020 
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APPENDIX - Valuation 

We derived our valuation for Nigerian Breweries Plc by using the Discounted Cash Flow 

(DCF) methodology. Our fair value estimate for Nigerian Breweries stood at N97.12, which 

is a 28.06% downside on its current share price of  N135 as at January 4, 2018. The discount 

rate [weighted average cost of  capital (WACC)] of  15.78% is derived using a 16.2% risk free 

rate [the yield for a 10-year Federal Government of  Nigeria (FGN) bond maturing in March 

2027], a beta of  1.0498, an after-tax cost of  debt of  8.60%, and a market risk premium of  

6.4%. The calculated long-term cash flow growth rate to perpetuity is 7.0%. 
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